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Introduction
Despite being in its infancy, rapid manufacturing (RM) is becoming accepted across a diverse group of industry sectors including automotive, medical and aerospace. However as it begins to emerge from behind rapid prototyping and rapid tooling, it faces more stringent investigation, especially with regard to accuracy, repeatability, mechanical properties and part quality issues. Of the many layer-based manufacturing technologies, selective laser sintering is emerging as the leading RM process -especially for plastics and more recently for metals.
Being a particulate based process, the accuracy and surface finish is controlled to some extent by the particle size. A given particle is either contained within the build envelope or not, setting limits to the achievable accuracies and surface finishes. In addition to this inherent limitation, shrinkage during laser processing or subsequent thermal post processing can also lead to loss of dimension accuracy. As such, selective laser sintering of polymeric components (such as 3D system's Duraform™), which undergo an in-process contraction of 3-4% have dimension accuracy significantly worse than stereolithography [2] , which is generally considered to be the most accurate of these layer manufacturing processes.
Indirect SLS systems are those in which a resin-bonded ("green") preform is first produced.
This then undergoes a subsequent furnace cycle which is aimed at increasing the parts density, usually through infiltration. Hence, the use of this technique increases the sources of error and consequently one would expect poorer dimensional tolerances. Steel parts, produced using this indirect method, have been available from 3D Systems since the mid 1990's. Studies on dimensional accuracy have shown that tolerances of ±0.25mm [3] are possible on tooling, with parts produced from tooling have 90% of dimensions within ±0.25mm [4] . This accuracy is superior to what is typically achievable via sand casting (±0.8mm for dimensions between 25 and 175mm) and investment casting (±0.4mm for 75mm sections), and is similar to that of die-castings (±0.25mm) [5] . However, it is inferior to that of machining.
A recently developed [1] indirect method for the production of aluminium components has undergone a brief accuracy analysis [6] . However, this work did not fully explore accuracy and repeatability issues of this system. Hence, in this paper we explore these issues more fully, including an assessment of the effect of part position (in X, Y and Z) and break down of the error budget to determine the process step that causes the majority of the inaccuracy.
Methodology
A standard accuracy part, shown in Figure 1 All parts were built on a SinterStation 2500 plus SLS machine using parameters shown in Table   1 . No scale factors or offsets were applied to the STL files as the aim of this research was to identify the repeatability and sources of error rather than the absolute accuracies possible.
Initially nine parts were built in a 3x3 grid as shown in Figure 2 . The base powder used in this work consisted of pre-alloyed AA6061 powder that was mixed with 2% Mg, 1% Sn and 3% (7.5v%) nylon. All compositions are in weight percent.
After building on the SLS machine, parts were cleaned of loose powder and measured on a Giddings and Lewis model RS-30DCC co-ordinate measuring machine (CMM) to record green dimensions. Next, the parts were spray coated in Boron Nitride and subjected to the furnace cycle shown schematically in Figure 3 . This cycle can be divided into four stages:
Stage 1 to thermally decompose the nylon binder; Stage 2 to create an aluminium nitride skeleton, Stage 3 to infiltrate with aluminium and Stage 4 cool down. After the furnace cycle, the dimensions of the pars were re-measured using CMM.
Initial Assessment of Dimensional Repeatability using 9 Accuracy Test Parts
The results presented in this section have been organised to consider accuracy issues in Figure 4 (a) is a plot of the measured error (from nominal size) against nominal dimension for dimensions in the Y direction for both green and infiltrated parts. It can be clearly seen than all dimensions in the green state are greater than nominal (ie. greater than the CAD dimensions) with a slight trend for the smaller dimensions to be more oversized. In contrast, the infiltrated dimensions show a marked trend for larger than nominal measurements at smaller dimensions and smaller than nominal measurements at larger dimensions. The consistent slope of data for infiltrated parts indicates a linear shrinkage of ~1% during the furnace cycle. The scatter in measurements for both green and infiltrated parts is reasonably consistent at ~±0.15mm. Similar results were obtained for dimensions in the X direction. 
Dimensions parallel to the build platform
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Breakdown of Error Budget
For all dimensions, nine measurements of green and infiltrated parts were taken, giving a range of values at both stages. These ranges can be used to indicate the tolerances that could be quoted for the process. For example Figure 4 (a) shows that infiltrated parts have a range of measurements in Y dimensions of up to 0.3mm indicting that a tolerance of ±0.15mm in Y dimensions could be achieved for parts of similar shape and size to the accuracy test part.
Error budget theory tells us that:
(CAD to infiltrated tol) 2 = (CAD to green tol) 2 + (green to infiltrated tol) 2 -Eq. 1
Using Eq. 1 we can calculate the tolerances that could be achieved at different stages of the process, namely from CAD to green part and then green part to infiltrated part.
shows the achievable tolerances associated with different stages of the process for the 40mm dimension. These were calculated using measured data for infiltrated and green parts and calculated values for "green to infiltrated" from the data presented in Figure 4 . This data, shown in italics, represents the tolerance associated with the furnace cycle. This data is also shown graphically in Figure 5 .
The data in both Table 2 and Figure 5 shows that for steps in the process (ie from CAD to green or green to infiltrated) the largest loss of tolerance is encountered during the furnace cycle (ie green to infiltrated). This is particularly true for the Z dimensions. Given that the parts were not supported during the furnace cycle this is not surprising and the loss of accuracy may be able to be attributed to the effects of gravity. Z top-bottom dimensions appear to be more susceptible to loss of tolerance that Z top-top during the furnace stage. This may also be a result of gravity acting on the unsupported downwards facing surfaces during the furnace cycle.
Effect of Build Position on X and Y Dimensions
Figure 6 
Effect of Build Height on X and Y Dimensions
One of the limitations of the accuracy part used in this work is that large X and Y features in this geometry are built before small ones (the reverse is true for Z features). Having established that position in the part bed affects dimensions, a short study was performed to assess if Z-position has a similar effect. As such, three simple 20mmx20mm square and 100mm tall pillar shown in Figure 1 (a) were built on the SLS machine and measured in the green state. X and Y dimensions on these parts were measured at different heights from their base and are plotted in Figure 7 . It is apparent that the size of the pillar is dependant on the point at which is measured, with a gradual increase in dimension with height. Hence, it would be expected that parts built later in a build may have larger dimensions. This again may be attributed to an increase in temperature -in this case the powder in the SLS machine heats up slowly over time, especially in areas where the underlying powder has been sintered. Another factor that may contribute to larger dimensions at the top of the pillars is the possibility that the material that has been exposed to the laser continues to sinter as it descends into the build chamber. Thus layers built at the start will be have more time to continue sintering, resulting in smaller dimensions. As with previous experiments, the data for X and Y dimensions are very close.
Summary
In this paper we have highlighted some of the dimensional accuracy issues in the indirect selective laser sintering of aluminium. The majority of uncertainty (build up of tolerance) in this process occurs during the furnace cycle. This is not surprising as it is also the where the majority of the shrinkage occurs. However, further experiments to assess the influence of such effects such as temperature variations within the furnace and the effect of position in the furnace could be of value.
During the SLS stage the effect of position in X, Y and Z has been shown to affect dimensions of the green (and therefore infiltrated) parts. This has been attributed to temperature variations within the build bed as well as a gradual, overall warming of build volume and continued sintering as the build progresses. Thus, it appears that growth is all directions is a major contributor to the initial variation in dimensions. Nonetheless, the dimensional accuracy has been calculated to be similar to that for the investment casting process suggesting the potential to use indirect SLS of aluminium for applications that currently use investment casting especially where geometries are complex and production volumes are low. 
